Emethy’s® Amino
Amino Acid Formula
A neuron can reset itself 400 times a second when given
the right form of Amino Acids.

The Science Behind Amino Acids

Jump Starting Brain Cells

The RDS Gene
The RDS gene was discovered by Dr. Kenneth Blum. Through
his research he found that About 1/3 of the US population
suffers with a condition that he called Reward Deficiency
Syndrome or RDS.

Treating addictions with restorative
amino acids began with Dr. William Hitt,
an immunologist, who had been studying
the effects of nutrition on cells in tissue
cultures.

The Human Brain Connection
The human brain produces a number of "feel good" chemicals.
When levels of these "feel good" chemicals are low or blocked
from the brain's receptors, pain, discomfort, addictions and
agitation are the result.

Dr. Hitt found that by recharging neuro brain
transmitters, using Amino Acids, resulted in
jump starting activities of the brain.

Genetics May Be Creating Your Unwanted Behavior
People who have these genetic variants possess the inability to
produce "feel good" chemicals in the brain.

Thus Emethy’s® Amino formula was born. Amino
is designed to enhance and reset damaged brain
receptors.

They are unable to produce a feeling of well-being and
consequently self-medicate with substances that help raise the
levels of "feel good" chemicals in their system, if only
temporarily.

These substances often include: carbohydrates (sugar), junk

Amino resets neuro brain transmitters and
helps to erase old negative tendencies.

food, alcohol, nicotine, narcotics or thrill-seeking behaviors
such as gambling, sex and emotional addictions. Unfortunately,
these things can only provide short term relief.

Amino can also help rebuild damaged brain
cells due to traumatic blows to the head,
strokes and unclear thinking.

Amino Acids bathe and repair these damaged brain cells.
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A WISE ONES WORDS:
ADDICTS ARE ONLY POSTPONING
THE DAY OF RECKONING.

Amino may be the answer to
permanently making that change.

Retail Price $100.00

